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EDITOR   FUNCTIONSEDITOR   FUNCTIONS
Standard editor Standard editor 
functionsfunctions
Window with a Window with a 
keyword treekeyword tree
Grid in the editor Grid in the editor 
areaarea
Special ruler with theSpecial ruler with the
column numberscolumn numbers
Automation search Automation search 
and input of the and input of the 
keywords and codes keywords and codes 
in the dictionariesin the dictionaries
Input limitation on Input limitation on 
the 67the 67thth positionposition



DATA   VALUE   PREPARATION
Graphic data Graphic data 
digitizingdigitizing
Calculation of the Calculation of the 
physics process physics process 
values in the values in the 
experiment experiment 
coordinate scalecoordinate scale
Inserting the Inserting the 
obtained digitized obtained digitized 
data into the data into the 
EXFOR fileEXFOR file



NEW   FILE   CREATIONNEW   FILE   CREATION
Creation of  the Creation of  the 
EXFOR new file EXFOR new file 
with the help of with the help of 
patternpattern

Creation of  the Creation of  the 
EXFOR new file EXFOR new file 
by means of a by means of a 
wizard using the wizard using the 
EXFOR EXFOR 
dictionariesdictionaries



FILE   PROCESSINGFILE   PROCESSING
Sort of the Sort of the 
entered entered 
numerical datanumerical data
Indexing  the Indexing  the 
edited file edited file 
records records 
according to the according to the 
rules of the rules of the 
EXFOR record EXFOR record 
identificationidentification



EXFOR   FILE   CHECKINGEXFOR   FILE   CHECKING
Plotting data Plotting data 
section tablessection tables
Checking the Checking the 
edited file for its edited file for its 
correspondence correspondence 
to the EXFOR to the EXFOR 
formatformat



ADDITIONAL   SERVICEADDITIONAL   SERVICE
Direct access Direct access 
to the EXFOR to the EXFOR 
dictionariesdictionaries
Additional Additional 
calculationscalculations
Extended Extended 
help systemhelp system



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS
At present we work on realization of the At present we work on realization of the 
listed functions. listed functions. 
We are glad to improve the program We are glad to improve the program 
structure taking into account the usersstructure taking into account the users’’
requests and to consider any critical requests and to consider any critical 
comments and proposals.comments and proposals.
The developed integrated software meets The developed integrated software meets 
the requirements of experimental crossthe requirements of experimental cross--
section data processing.section data processing.


